PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF SOUTH CAROLINA
COMMISSION DIRECTIVE

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTER ___ DATE ___
MOTOR CARRIER MATTER ___ DOCKET NO. ___
UTILITIES MATTER ___ ORDER NO. ___

THIS DIRECTIVE SHALL SERVE AS THE COMMISSION’S ORDER ON THIS ISSUE.
○ NO  ○ YES

SUBJECT:
DOCKET NO. 2008-196-E - Combined Application of South Carolina Electric and Gas Company for a Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order for the Construction and Operation of a Nuclear Facility in Jenkinsville, South Carolina - Discuss with the Commission the Notice of Appeal Filed by Joseph Wojcicki.

COMMISSION ACTION:
Dismiss the petition for reconsideration without prejudice. The petitioner failed to specify how he thought the directive was erroneous, and in any event, such a motion would more appropriately be filed in response to the order memorializing and further explaining the Commission’s decision. Such an order has now been issued as contemplated by the statute.

PRESIDING:  Fleming
SESSION:  Regular
TIME:  2:30 p.m.

MOTION YES NO OTHER

CLYBURN ___  ✓  ___  ___
FLEMING ___  ✓  ___  ___
HAMILTON ___  ✓  ___  ___
HOWARD ___  ✓  ___  ___
MITCHELL ___  ✓  ___  ___
WHITFIELD ___  ✓  ___  ___
WRIGHT  ✓  ✓  ___  ___

RECORDED BY:  J. Schmieding
(SEAL)